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Number of
episodes

30
episodes

Episode
duration

50
minutes

The Sun Rises Again
Sad Shadows

The show sheds the light on human relationships and society’s view of women, 
lack of responsibility and misinterpretation of romantic relationships, the rush 
of emotion and the marginalization the role of reason.

Small issues, but yet important

Drama/Social/Thriller/Romance

Summary
The story goes on to unfold a poor girl called Maram, who grew up in a dilapidated house with 
an indifferent father who lacks any sense of responsibility. He is always absent and when he 
comes back, he takes all the money his wife has that she is sent by her brother who works 
abroad. Under such bad conditions, Maram graduates from high school and joins the university.

Soon after that, she is shocked to learn that her mother is sick of cancer, which eventually triumphed 
over her leaving Maram an orphan looked after by her only friend Heyam. Later, Heyam’s father 
falls in love with Maram, taking advantage of her weakness. She goes along with him at the 
beginning but then she comes to her senses and rebuffs him to become lonely again.

Years go by and Maram meets a guy called Safwan at a relative’s place. A love relationship grows 
between them despite the problems they have, they overcome them and get married in the end. She 
discovers later that Safwan would like to live an ordinary life, get married and have children. She then 
decides to write her life story and give it to her daughter when she gets 18 years old.

Dramatic Plot
The series addresses some events which we live unrecognizably as we consider realities 
that are so difficult to change. It also addresses inter-human relationships, the way the society 
looks at women and how love relationships are usually misunderstood and misjudged.

Production Value 
This series has been filmed using the latest devices and equipment, not just represented by the 
cameras used but also by the cinematic formula employed to create a visual form. All costumes and 
accessories have been designed according to new perspectives based on social pieces.

Language
Levantine Dialect.


